
Without centralised, near real-time spend data and tight controls, it is 
increasingly difficult for business leaders to:
• Get a consolidated view of the company’s spending and supplier network.
• Select suppliers that will improve cost savings and employee satisfaction 

while protecting your brand reputation.
• Reduce misspending and fraud that may put the business at risk.

Poorly controlled spend puts business 
and IT priorities at risk

According to IDC, 90% of decision-makers say there’s room to 
improve how they control spend.2 

Their top priorities are:

Improving spend control requires 
transformational thinking and  
technologies

Bridge the gaps between different categories of spending to enable 
your business to operate more strategically:
• Break down barriers between finance, procurement and the supply chain for a 

unified view of spending.
• Bring all spend processes and data together in a safe, secure environment.
• Work with a technology partner that reduces the time and resource required of IT.

IT can help the business achieve unified 
spend management

SMBs who have implemented, automated and connected spend 
management report:4

Deliver the value of automated  
spend management
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. . . but 66% say it’s an important 
priority to achieve a single view of 
spend.1 

In fact, according to a recent IDC  
study, 53% of companies use 
individual applications to manage 
different types of spending . . . 

1., 2. “The Future of Spend Management: Approaches, Opportunities, and Challenges in a Digital World,” IDC white paper sponsored by SAP,  
November 2019.
3. AMI Partners Report: Gain Peace of Mind with Automated Spend Management Solutions, 2019.
4., 5. AMI Partners Report: Why Financial Decision Makers (FDMs) Need to Focus on the Employee Experience, 2020.

Managing spend has never been 
more complex – or critical 
IT, along with finance, procurement and supply chain managers play a 
critical role in helping the business to manage their company spend. 
This is because:
• More buying decisions are being made by a growing number  

of employees.
• Remote working adds further complexity and visibility gaps in  

spending behaviours.
• Different systems are used to manage different categories of  

spending such as travel, expenses and invoices.
• Regulatory requirements are ever changing. 

Want to learn more?
Every source. Every category. One unified  
view. To learn more about how improved  
spend management helps you transform  
your business, visit Spend Management  
for IT Leaders.

Improving the 
accuracy and 
completeness 
of metrics 
(39%) 

Managing the 
complexity of 
regulatory and 
compliance policies 
for spending (36%) 

Improving 
decision-making 
around individual 
spending (35%) 

Being able to implement 
changes in spending 
priorities (34%) and stop 
poor spending decisions 
before they occur (33%) 

53% of UK SMBs say that manual 
processes resulted in a lack of visibility 
into cash flow . . . increasing the 
likelihood of accounting teams missing 
fraudulent or unqualified spending.3

59% 
Better visibility

48%
Faster processing times

44% 
Improved compliance

68% of firms consider using technology 
to improve efficiency and productivity to 
be an important strategic objective.5
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